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Response to Referee#3
General comments:
The idea of homogenizing the retrieval strategy is convincing. The strategy found at IZO indeed
enhances precision when comparing to Brewer data. However, the 5 different strategies do not
exhibit important differences (biases) among them and the choice of the optimum strategy should
be clarified. Applying the selected strategy to other NDACC measurements to verify whether this
optimum strategy could be useful to the FTIR community would make the paper gain in scientific
impact.
Overall, the paper is well written and structured but the abstract and conclusion sections are too
vague and do not provide a concise and complete summary. These sections would need
rephrasing to better highlight the main ideas/results of this work. In addition, figures would need
clarity improvements. The number of figures should be reduced to fit the main scientific results.
Specific comments:
If the goal is to derive homogeneous O3 retrievals strategy within NDACC, why not trying the
optimized strategy tested from the IZO dataset to another mid-latitude or polar NDACC
measurements? This strategy is applied to IZO measurements, where, as stated in the text, is
located in very dry atmospheric conditions. What happen to this optimized strategy when O3 is
monitored in a much more humid environment? What would be the effect of H2O line
interferences?
The authors agree with the Referee in that testing the proposed O 3 set-ups on different NDACC
FTIR stations (under different humidity conditions, latitudes, altitudes...) would indeed strengthen
the results observed at Izaña Observatory (IZO). That might also motivate the NADCC FTIR
community to revise the standard O3 retrieval strategy. In fact, discussions have already started
with different NDACC stations to carry out a harmonised testing. However, this comprehensive
study is not a simple matter, and requires reaching a consensus on several important factors
among the participating stations, such as the treatment of water vapour interference (one-step
and two-step strategies like in the current paper), ILS characterisation, retrieval code (currently
two retrieval softwares are used within the FTIR community), retrieval settings (e.g. spectroscopic
database), etc.
Given the importance of water vapour absorption across the infrared spectrum, the treatment of
H O in O retrievals should be carefully considered in the inversion procedure. For that reason, all
the O set-ups analysed in the current work are based on a two-step retrieval strategy, which
minimises the H O interferences, allowing the conclusions drawn to be valid for many more
humidity environments. However, the authors agree with both Referees in that the treatment of
H O and its potential interferences are an important topic and can be treated in greater depth in
the paper, leading to more robust conclusions. Accordingly, new information will be added to the
revised manuscript as follows:
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On the one hand, Figure 2 of the preprint has been modified by including the changes in the FTIR
radiances for the spectral micro-windows used for the O retrievals due to different changes in the
H O content: 50% (total column of 16.1 mm), 100% (total column of 21.5 mm), and 200% (total
column of 32.3 mm) (the actual total column is 10.7 mm). These values could account for typical
H O content and variations at sites with greater humidity (see Figure 1 below). As observed, the
spectral signatures of H O variations are much stronger in the broad 1000 spectral region than in
the narrow micro-windows (4MWs/5MWs), indicating that the quality of the O products in that
region strongly depends on a correct interpretation of the spectroscopic H O interferences.
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Figure 1: (a) Spectral micro-windows used in the different FTIR O3 retrieval strategies: broad window used
in the set-ups 1000/1000T, encompassing the 1000-1005 cm-1 spectral region, and the four and five microwindows used in the set-ups 4MWs/4MWsT, between 991 and 1009 cm-1, and in 5MWs/5MWsT
between 991 and 1014 cm-1, respectively. (b) Spectral changes in the FTIR radiances (R) due to
changes in H2O content of 50% (total column of 16.1 mm), 100% (total column of 21.5 mm), and 200%
(total column of 32.3 mm).The actual H2O total column is 10.7 mm.

On the other hand, the impact of the treatment of H O on O retrievals for all O set-ups will be
addressed in a dedicated Appendix, using the one-step and two-step retrieval strategies
(following Referee#2’s comment), where:
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1. One-step refers to simultaneously retrieving the H O and O profiles, using a TikhonovPhilips slope constraint for both gases and adding the microwindow of 896.4–896.6 cm
for a better H O determination (as done at the NDACC FTIR Lauder and Wollongong
sites in Vigouroux et al., 2015).
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2. Two-step refers to the strategy followed in the current paper, where the H O a priori
profiles are only scaled in the O retrieval but these a priori profiles have been
preliminarily retrieved in dedicated H O microwindows for each spectrum (Schneider et
al., 2012).
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The new Appendix will include the theoretical assessment of H O cross-interference via H O
interfering error according to García et al. (2014). As can be seen in Figure 2, the H O interfering
error is noticeable (less than 0.06%), but not critical. Nevertheless, it has been found that the H O
interference strongly depends on the spectral region used for the O retrievals (the higher impact
is observed for the 1000 spectral region as expected from Figure 1), as well as on the treatment
of the atmospheric temperature profile (with or without simultaneous retrieval). Note that the two2
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step strategy drastically reduces the H O interfering error for those set-ups using narrow microwindows when the simultaneous temperature fit is included (4MWsT and 5MWsT set-ups),
leading to expected errors on the O total columns smaller than 0.01%. The H O interfering effect
also drops for the 1000 spectral region, but to a lesser extent given the presence of important H O
absorption lines in that region (see Figure 1 above). These results confirm that using narrow O
absorption lines, along with a two-step inversion strategy to estimate the H O profile in a
dedicated H O profile fit prior to the O retrievals result in a superior O strategy.
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Figure 2. H2O interfering error on O3 total columns (in %) for all O3 set-ups using the one-step and twostep retrieval strategies for the exemplary day used in the paper (31st August 2007).

Additionally, the new Appendix will include the comparison of Brewer observations to FTIR O
total columns from the different O set-ups using one-step and two-step retrieval strategies. For
the IFS 120M instrument, the spectral region used for O retrievals was measured with two
different filters at IZO: SI between 925.30-1379.71 cm and SK between 700.00-1079.71 cm .
The results presented in the preprint (two-step strategy) were evaluated from measured SI
spectra given their higher signal-to-noise ratio. Unfortunately, these spectra do not cover the
896.4–896.6 cm line needed for the H O estimation in the one-step strategy, therefore the
performance of both strategies has been evaluated here using the measured SK spectra for the
120M period (1999-2004).
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As summarised in Table 1, the preliminary H O retrievals slightly enhance the quality of the O
retrievals with respect to the one-step strategy for all periods and set-ups. The more unstable the
instrument, the greater the effect. It is worth highlighting the fact that the differences found
between the two strategies are in excellent agreement with the estimated H O interfering error
values (see Figure 2 above). Note that Table 1 also includes the comparison results for the SI
spectra using the two-step retrieval strategy, corroborating the best performance of these spectra
for FTIR O retrievals.
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Table 1. Summary of statistics for FTIR-Brewer comparison for the set-ups 1000/1000T, 4MWs/4MWsT,
and 5MWs/5MWsT: median (M, in %) and standard deviation (, in %) of the relative differences, and
Pearson correlation coefficient (R) of the direct comparison for the periods 1999-2004, 2005-May 2008
and June 2008-2018, and for the entire time series (1999-2018), considering the one-step and two-step
strategies for the H2O estimation.

Therefore, as mentioned above, the authors agreeing on the harmonisation study would be very
useful indeed, but we consider it to be such a huge exercise that it should be addressed in two
separated works: the first one addressing the comprehensive study performed in the current
study (theoretical and experimental quality assessment); and a second work, where the lessons
learnt from the first study can be easily applied at different NDACC stations under different
casuistry. This reflection will be included in the conclusions of the revised manuscript.

There are too many figures. Some of them could be combined or could go in supplement
information content. Figure 4 is very busy and hard to analyze. Figure 6 could be improved: use
smaller dots in panel a and other colors in panels b and c since the blue and black lines are
difficult to distinguish.
The number and content of the figures will be modified as follows:
-

Figure 2 will be replaced by Figure 1 of the current revision.
Figure 3 will be removed from the revised paper.
Figure 4 and 5 will be combined in one figure and plots showing the detailed error
analysis based on the different error sources will be moved to Appendix A.
Figure 6 will be improved by following the Referee’s suggestions.
Figure 8 will include scatter plots of Brewer versus FTIR set-ups following Referee#3
comment.

The abstract section needs to be reorganized to focus on the key results. Line 7: “provide
consistent results” related to what? Line 15: “it” refers to what?
Sorry for the vaguely-referred information. The authors will make the abstract and conclusions
clearer, focusing on the key messages.

In the introduction section, O3 trend in the stratosphere is well explained. For consistency, it
would be useful to explain O3 trend in the troposphere as well. Line 38: how many NDACC
stations are measuring O3?
Some statements about tropospheric O3 records will be included in the introduction section as
follows (the new text in bold):
“In the troposphere, since O3 (especially when close to the surface) is highly variable,
depending on time period, region, elevation and proximity to fresh O3 precursor emissions
(Gaudel et al., 2018), there is no consistent picture of O3 tropospheric changes around the
world (Steinbrecht2017; Gaudel et al., 2018; WMO, 2018, and references therein). Hence,
high-quality and long-term O3 measurements are essential to further improve our understanding
of O3 response to the natural and anthropogenic forcings, as well as to estimate consistent
trends at a global scale (Vigouroux et al., 2015).”
According to the NDACC archive, there have been twenty-two FTIR stations providing O3 data
since the network’s creation. Nineteen out of these stations are currently operative and reporting
O3 data to the NDACC database. This information will be included in the revised manuscript.

The seasonal O3 variability seen by the Brewer and the FTIR observations are different. This
could be further analyzed and explain in the text. What about the vertical sensitivities of both
dataset?
The temporal and vertical response of the FTIR retrievals on real atmospheric variability can be
quantified by the trace of averaging kernels obtained in the retrieval procedure (the so-called
degrees of freedom for signal, DOFS). The O3 DOFS mainly depends on the O3 absorption
signature (O3 slant column, O3 SC) and its seasonal behaviour. As seen in Figure 3, the retrieved

total DOFS values are strongly anti-correlated with the O3 SC amounts. Therefore, the maximum
sensitivity of the FTIR system is expected to be found in spring and summer, when the minimum
O3 SC values are reached. The seasonal behaviour observed in the total DOFS comes from the
seasonality in the independent O3 partial columns that can be retrieved by the remote-sensing
FTIR system (see Figures 3.b and 3.c). Note that although the FTIR sensitivity depends on the
spectral region used for O3 retrievals (see Table 1 of preprint), similar seasonal patterns are
found for all set-ups.

Figure 3. (a) Time series of the total DOFS (black squares) and ozone amount in the slant path [DU] (red
circles) for the 1000 set-up between 2005 and 2019 (IFS 120/5 HR). (b) and (c) as for (a), but for the
partial columns between 2.37-13 km, 12-23 km, 22-29 km, and 28-42 km. The partial columns are defined
according to García et al. (2012).

As regards the Brewer data, Brewer instruments are sensitive to the entire O3 total column, the
seasonal sensitivity being strongly linked to the effective ozone temperature and ozone height
assumed in the data processing (Redondas et al., 2014; Gröbner et al., 2021). As stated in the
preprint, the Brewer O3 TCs used in the current work have been computed using the so-called
effective O3 cross-sections throughout the atmosphere (Bass and Paur, 1985), corresponding to a
fixed effective O3 height of 22 km and a fixed effective temperature of the O3 layer of -45ºC.
These simplifications could produce systematic (seasonal dependence) and random errors
(Schneider et al., 2008a; Redondas et al., 2014). In fact, as noted by Redondas et al. (2014) and
recently confirmed by Gröbner et al. (2021), the operational ozone absorption coefficient of
Brewer spectroradiometers is, albeit weakly, sensitive to a change in effective ozone temperature

of about 0.1% per 10K with respect to the ozone absorption cross-sections measured by the
University of Bremen (IUP) in 2013 (Serdyuchenko et al., 2014). At IZO, differences between the
assumed and actual effective temperatures as high as 10K or ever greater are observed in the
winter months. Note that the dataset IUP has been selected by the WMO as the future new
reference cross-sections for the Brewer and Dobson networks (Gröbner et al., 2021).
It should be noted that, as documented in Arosa and Davos stations (Gröbner et al., 2021), the
impact of the seasonal variability of effective O3 height (between 20.2-23.8 km) on the calculation
of the ozone slant path is at most 0.3% at an air mass of 3.9 (solar zenith angle, SZA, of 76º),
which is the maximum that can be reached due to the mountains blocking the horizon at both
sites.
Therefore, all these factors are contributing to the differences observed between FTIR and
Brewer data at a seasonal scale and will be further explained in the revised manuscript, in
accordance with the Referee’s suggestion. The seasonal sensitivity of the FTIR retrievals will be
briefly discussed in Section 3.2.1, while the Brewer seasonal sensitivity will be further detailed in
Section 4.1.

Lines 419-421: it is claimed that the best performance is for set-ups using narrow windows and
temperature fits for upper tropospheric region. To my point of view, the setup 1000T seems to be
more appropriate for this region (Figure 9). The authors might want to distinguish the best set-up
appropriated for different specific altitudes.
The FTIR and ECC comparison (Section 4.2) largely discusses the vertical performance of the
different set-ups. In fact, the section concludes with the statement mentioned by the Referee, i.e.,
“the best performance is overall documented for the set-ups using narrow micro-windows and
simultaneous temperature fit up to the upper troposphere region.” However, it also recognises
that “beyond these altitudes, the broad micro-window strategy seems to provide the best
agreement with respect to ECC data”. In this sense, the authors have sought to present and
discuss the results obtained, but we do not find it appropriate to recommend different set-ups
depending on altitude ranges as this recommendation could be confusing and not practical for
operational retrievals within the NDACC FTIR community.
Regarding the best set-ups for the troposphere region, following Referee#2’s suggestion, the
vertical comparison based on integrated partial columns is expected to be more robust as wider
layers are then less dependent on the FTIR vertical sensitivity than a single altitude on the profile.
Therefore, the FTIR and ECC comparison at representative altitudes will be replaced with the
comparison between ozone partial columns using the altitude levels as defined in García et al.
(2012), i.e., the layers that are sufficiently well-detectable by the ground-based FTIR system
(2.37-13 km, 12-23 km and 22-29 km). Accordingly, Table 3 of the preprint will be replaced by the
following Table and the discussion of Section 4.2 will be modified.
As shown Table 2 below (and Figure 9 of the preprint), the bias with respect to the smoothed
ECC partial columns is effectively smaller for the 1000/1000T set-ups. However, the broadband
strategies overall provide much scatter than those using narrow micro-windows. See, for
example, the comparison results for the 2008-2018 period, which can be considered as reference
given the better instrumental alignment and the greater number of FTIR-ECC coincidences.

Table 2: Summary of statistics for the FTIR-smoothed ECC comparison for the O3 partial columns
computed between 2.37-13 km, 12-23 km, and 22-29 km for the set-ups 1000/1000T, 4MWs/4MWsT, and
5MWs/5MWsT: median (M, in %) and standard deviation (, in %) of the relative differences, and Pearson
correlation coefficient (R) of the direct comparison for the periods 1999-2004, 2005-May 2008 and June
2008-2018, and for the entire time series (1999-2018). The number of coincident FTIR-ECC
measurements is 56, 49, and 167 for the three periods, respectively, and 272 for the whole dataset.

Section 3.2.2 is hard to follow and needs to be rewriting to easily analyze Figure 4.
Following Referee#3’s suggestion, Section 3.2.2 will be revised and simplified to allow for an
easy read. Figure 4 will be simplified and combined with Figure 5, and the discussion and plots
showing the detailed error analysis based on the different error sources will be moved to
Appendix A.

Line 224-225: According to Figure 4, the measurement noise and ILS are between 0.1 to 0.6%,
not 0.1-0.2%
The statistical contributions of the measurement noise and ILS function are between 0.1-0.2%
provided the simultaneous atmospheric temperature retrieval is not included in the O 3 retrieval

strategy, i.e., for the set-ups 1000, 4MWs and 5MWs. However, as the Referee mentioned, they
indeed increase up to 0.6% when the temperature fit is taken into account due to the significant
cross-interference introduced by temperature. This explanation is included between lines 224-228
in the original manuscript, but it has been explained in greater detail in the revised text as follows:

The FTIR measurements acquisition takes 10 minutes as stated in the manuscript. Why choosing
a coincidence criterion of 5 minutes when comparing the Brewer to the FTIR data? What is the
expected temporal variability of O3 at IZO within 5 minutes?
Given that the differences among the FTIR set-ups are expected to be small, a strict coincidence
criterion might be recommendable to minimise the influence of external factors on the
comparisons (e.g. the natural variability of O3). Following this idea, a temporal window equal to
half the duration of the FTIR O3 measurements has been selected for this work, this being 5
minutes. Therefore, only those Brewer observations taken within ±5 minutes around the midpoint
of each FTIR observation (chosen as reference time) have been paired. Although this temporal
colocation is very restrictive, the number of coincidences is robust enough to obtain reliable
results, and well-representative of the entire FTIR time series. Note that a 5 min window has been
used in other studies when looking at very precise comparisons (e.g. between Brewer and
Dobson measurements in Gröbner et al., 2021).
Figure 4 shows the temporal variability of O3 total columns (TC) as observed by Brewer
spectrometer at IZO within different temporal windows. As observed, only temporal intervals less
than 10 minutes ensure that natural O3 variations are limited to less than 0.15%, which is within
the expected differences among the FTIR set-ups. These results are similar to those obtained at
the Arosa station, where a repeatability of 0.15% within 10 minutes was found for Brewer O3
observations (Scarnato et al., 2010).

Figure 4. (a) Time series of the O3 total column (TC) variability within 5 minutes as observed by Brewer
spectrometer at IZO. Solid and dashed lines represent median values and ±1σ ranges, respectively. (b)
Median of O3 TC variability, and number of measurements, within different temporal intervals (in minutes).

Technical comments:
Line 221: change “do depent” to “do depend”
Figure 4: rephrase legend to 1000T, MW4T similarly to the other figures.
Line 264: to ‘summarize’ instead of to ‘sum up’.
All technical comments have been corrected in the revised manuscript according to the Referee’s
suggestions.
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